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  Battle of Big Bethel J. Michael Cobb,Edward B. Hicks,Wythe Holt,2013-10-19
“A comprehensive study of the Civil War’s first major battle . . . well
leavened with strategic and political context” (Robert E. L. Krick, author of
Staff Officers in Gray). Battle of Big Bethel is the first full-length
treatment of the small but consequential June 1861 Virginia battle that
reshaped perceptions about what lay in store for the divided nation. The
successful Confederate defense reinforced the belief most Southerners held
that their martial invincibility and protection of home and hearth were
divinely inspired. After initial disbelief and shame, the defeat hardened
Northern resolution to preserve their sacred Union. The notion began to take
hold that, contrary to popular belief, the war would be difficult and
protracted—a belief that was cemented in reality the following month on the
plains of Manassas. Years in the making, Battle of Big Bethel relies upon
letters, diaries, newspapers, reminiscences, official records, and period
images—some used for the first time. The authors detail the events leading up
to the encounter, survey the personalities as well as the contributions of
the participants, set forth a nuanced description of the confusion-ridden
field of battle, and elaborate upon its consequences. Here, finally, the
story of Big Bethel is colorfully and compellingly brought to life through
the words and deeds of a fascinating array of soldiers, civilians, contraband
slaves, and politicians whose lives intersected on that fateful day in the
early summer of 1861. “The authors do a wonderful job of describing the
motivations and mindsets of both the U.S. and Confederate soldiers at the
outset of the conflict and handle slavery very effectively throughout.”
—Edward L. Ayers, author of The Thin Light of
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  History of the Town of Hampton, New Hampshire Joseph Dow,Lucy Ellen
Dow,2017-10-27 History of the Town of Hampton, New Hampshire - From its
settlement in 1638, to the autumn of 1892 is an unchanged, high-quality
reprint of the original edition of 1893. Hansebooks is editor of the
literature on different topic areas such as research and science, travel and
expeditions, cooking and nutrition, medicine, and other genres. As a
publisher we focus on the preservation of historical literature. Many works
of historical writers and scientists are available today as antiques only.
Hansebooks newly publishes these books and contributes to the preservation of
literature which has become rare and historical knowledge for the future.
  Deconstructing Dr. Strangelove Sean M. Maloney,2020-07-01 King of the Cold
War crisis film, Dr. Strangelove became a cultural touchstone from the moment
of its release in 1964. The duck-and-cover generation saw it as a satire on
nuclear issues and Cold War thinking. Subsequent generations, removed from
the film’s historical moment, came to view it as a quasi-documentary about an
unfathomable secret world. Sean M. Maloney uses Dr. Strangelove and other
genre classics like Fail Safe and The Bedford Incident to investigate a
curious pop cultural contradiction. Nuclear crisis films repeatedly portrayed
the failures of the Cold War’s deterrent system. Yet the system worked. What
does this inconsistency tell us about the genre? What does it tell us about
the deterrent system, for that matter? Blending film analysis with Cold War
history, Maloney looks at how the celluloid crises stack up against
reality—or at least as much of reality as we can reconstruct from these films
with confidence. The result is a daring intellectual foray that casts new
light on Dr. Strangelove, one of the Cold War era’s defining films.
  Headquarters USA Omnigraphics,2007-10
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  Biblical Studies on the Internet Roland H. Worth,2002-01-01 With this
handbook of currently available internet resources (for use online or to be
downloaded to one's personal computer), the users can locate the exact spot
on the internet to find the materials they want. And they will save countless
hours of frustration and work. Over 3,300 websites provide information on a
range of topics: English language Bible translations that can be used online
or downloaded, sites to listen to hymns on the Internet, Bible translations
into 57 non-English languages, non-English commentaries, dictionaries, and
other resource materials, Hebrew, Greek, and other ancient language texts and
resource materials, numerous commentaries on any one single biblical book or
on the entire scriptural canon, supplemental materials dealing with
everything from devotional studies to issues of fundamental biblical
interpretation, and pseudo-authoritative writings related to the two
testaments. Multiple sites are given for each resource cited whenever
possible.
  Kay Thompson Sam Irvin,2011-11-15 Presents a tribute to the Hollywood
entertainer-turned-author. Covers her close friendship with Judy Garland,
contributions as a celebrity trainer, and creation of the mischievous six-
year-old Plaza mascot, Eloise.
  Reliable and Religious Kenneth E. Lawson,2012 Chapter numbers in the Table
of Contents do not match page numbers due to a printing error.
  Autobiography of Samuel S. Hildebrand Samuel S. Hildebrand,1870
  Pure Grit Mary Cronk Farrell,2014-02-25 “Farrell chronicles the harrowing
story of U.S. Army and Navy nurses based in the Philippines during WWII . . .
a memorable portrayal.” —Booklist (starred review) In the early 1940s, young
women enlisted for peacetime duty as U.S. Army nurses. But when the Japanese
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attack on Pearl Harbor in 1941 blasted the United States into World War II,
101 American Army and Navy nurses serving in the Philippines were suddenly
treating wounded and dying soldiers while bombs exploded all around them. The
women served in jerry-rigged jungle hospitals on the Bataan Peninsula and in
underground tunnels on Corregidor Island. Later, when most of them were
captured by the Japanese as prisoners of war, they suffered disease and near-
starvation for three years. Pure Grit is a story of sisterhood and suffering,
of tragedy and betrayal, of death and life. The women cared for one another,
maintained discipline, and honored their vocation to nurse anyone in need—all
101 coming home alive. The book is illustrated with archival photographs and
includes an index, glossary, and timeline. “Farrell doesn’t spare her young
readers any grim details . . . She includes the challenges these women faced
and the joy they felt on returning home. As awful as history can be, now
might be the right time to introduce the next generation to this important
period.” —The Washington Post “Young readers who enjoyed Tanya Lee Stone’s
Almost Astronauts: 13 Women Who Dared to Dream will also appreciate this
story of courageous women whose story was nearly forgotten.” —School Library
Journal
  Vernacular Insurrections Carmen Kynard,2013-04-02 Relates Black Freedom
Movements to literacy education. Winner of the 2015 James M. Britton Award
presented by the Conference on English Education, a constituent organization
within the National Council of Teachers of English Carmen Kynard locates
literacy in the twenty-first century at the onset of new thematic and
disciplinary imperatives brought into effect by Black Freedom Movements.
Kynard argues that we must begin to see how a series of vernacular
insurrections—protests and new ideologies developed in relation to the work
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of Black Freedom Movements—have shaped our imaginations, practices, and
research of how literacy works in our lives and schools. Utilizing many
styles and registers, the book borrows from educational history, critical
race theory, first-year writing studies, Africana studies, African American
cultural theory, cultural materialism, narrative inquiry, and basic writing
scholarship. Connections between social justice, language rights, and new
literacies are uncovered from the vantage point of a multiracial, multiethnic
Civil Rights Movement. Carmen Kynard is Associate Professor of English at St.
John’s University.
  Radical Origins Val Dean Rust,2004 Val D. Rust's Radical Origins
investigates whether the unconventional religious beliefs of their colonial
ancestors predisposed early Mormon converts to embrace the (radical( message
of Joseph Smith Jr. and his new church. Utilizing a unique set of
meticulously compiled genealogical data, Rust uncovers the ancestors of early
church members throughout what we understand as the radical segment of the
Protestant Reformation. Coming from backgrounds in the Antinomians, Seekers,
Anabaptists, Quakers, and the Family of Love, many colonial ancestors of the
church(s early members had been ostracized from their communities. Expelled
from the Massachusetts Bay Colony, some were whipped, mutilated, or even
hanged for their beliefs. Rust shows how family traditions can be passed down
through the generations, and can ultimately shape the outlook of future
generations. This, he argues, extends the historical role of Mormons by
giving their early story significant implications for understanding the
larger context of American colonial history. Featuring a provocative thesis
and stunning original research, Radical Origins is a remarkable contribution
to our understanding of religion in the development of American culture and
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the field of Mormon history.
  Journey to Freedom Gail Shaffer Blankenau,2014 With her fourth solo album,
Michelle Williams takes listeners on a faith-filled journey. It also includes
the single Say Yes, which features her fellow Destiny's Child members Kelly
Rowland and Beyonce.
  Racial Uplift and American Music, 1878-1943 Lawrence Schenbeck,2012-02-03
Racial Uplift and American Music, 1878–1943 traces the career of racial
uplift ideology as a factor in elite African Americans’ embrace of classical
music around the turn of the previous century, from the collapse of
Reconstruction to the death of composer/conductor R. Nathaniel Dett, whose
music epitomized “uplift.” After Reconstruction many black leaders had
retreated from emphasizing “inalienable rights” to a narrower rationale for
equality and inclusion: they now sought to rehabilitate the race’s image by
stressing class distinctions, respectable middle-class behavior, and service
to the masses. Musically, the black intelligentsia resorted to European
models as vehicles for cultural vindication. Their response to racism was to
create and promote morally positive, politically inoffensive art that
idealized the race. By incorporating black folk elements into the dignified
genres of art song, symphony, and opera, “uplifters” demonstrated worthiness
through high achievement in acknowledged arenas. Their efforts were variously
opposed, tolerated, or supported by a range of white elites with their own
notions about African American culture. The resulting conversation—more a
stew of arguments than a dialogue—occupied the pages of black newspapers and
informed the work of white philanthropists. Women also played crucial roles.
Racial Uplift and American Music, 1878–1943 examines the lives and thought of
personalities central to musical uplift—Dett, Sears CEO Julius Rosenwald,
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author James Monroe Trotter, sociologist W. E. B. Du Bois, journalist Nora
Douglas Holt, and others—with an eye to recognizing their contributions and
restoring their stature.
  Directory of Geoscience Departments 2015 Carolyn Wilson,2015-02-27 The
Directory of Geoscience Departments 50th Edition is the most comprehensive
directory and source of information about geosciences departments and
researchers available. It is an invaluable resource for individuals working
in the geosciences or must identify or work with specialists on the issues of
Earth, Environmental, and related sciences and engineering fields. The
Directory of Geoscience Departments 50th Edition provides a state/country-
sorted listing of nearly 2300 geoscience departments, research departments,
institutes, and their faculty and staff. Information on contact information
for departments and individuals is provided, as well as details on department
enrollments, faculty specialties, and the date and source of faculty and
staff's highest degree. New in the 50th edition: Listing of all US and
Canadian geoscience theses and dissertations accepted in 2012 that have been
reported to GeoRef Information Services, as well as a listing of faculty by
their research specialty.
  The Bible: what it is! By 'Iconoclast'. Charles Bradlaugh,1857
  A Book of Medical Discourses: in Two Parts Rebecca Lee Crumpler,2023-12-18
Reprint of the original, first published in 1883.
  Report of the National Reading Panel : Teaching Children to Read : an
Evidence-based Assessment of the Scientific Research Literature on Reading
and Its Implications for Reading Instruction National Reading Panel
(U.S.),2000
  Commerce Business Daily ,1997-12-31
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  Race, Faith, and Politics Christopher Signil,2012 The Dilemma, Deal
Breakers, and New Direction for African American Born-Again Christians
  The Folly of Revolution S. Scott Rohrer,2023-03-20 In this penetrating
biography of Thomas Bradbury Chandler, S. Scott Rohrer takes readers deep
into the intellectual world of a leading loyalist who defended monarchy,
rejected rebellion and democracy, and opposed the American Revolution.
Talented, hardworking, and erudite, this Anglican minister from New Jersey
possessed one of the Church of England’s most outstanding minds. Chandler was
an Anglican leader in the 1760s and a key strategist in the effort to
strengthen the American church in the years preceding the Revolution. He
headed the campaign to create an Anglican bishopric in America—a cause that
helped inflame tensions with American radicals unhappy with British policies.
And, in the 1770s, his writings provided some of the most trenchant
criticisms of the American revolutionary movement, raising fundamental
questions about obedience, subordination, and rebellion that undercut Whig
assertions about republicanism and popular control. Working from Chandler’s
library catalog and other primary sources, Rohrer digs into Chandler’s
political and religious beliefs, exploring their origins and the events in
British history that shaped them. An intriguing and thoughtful reappraisal of
a consequential figure in early American history, this biography will
captivate students, scholars, and lay readers interested in politics and
religion in Revolutionary-era America.
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Dermatology Quiz Dermatology Self-
Test Questions. This quiz has a total
of 100 questions. You will be quizzed
in sequential order. (If you go to
previous question, repeated ...
Multiple Choice Questions in
Dermatology by JS Dover · 1993 —
Multiple Choice Questions in
Dermatology ... The book consists of
10 "papers," each of which is made up
of 20 multiple-choice questions
followed by answers that ... MCQs
(Part V) Dermatology Mar 22, 2023 —
Try this amazing MCQs (Part V)
Dermatology quiz which has been
attempted 10538 times by avid quiz
takers. Also explore over 14
similar ... Dermatology quiz Test
yourself on more quizzes. Dermatology
and Wounds MCQ 1. All of the
following ... Answers. MCQ. 1. C. 2.
A. 3. A. 4. A. 5. E. 6. A. 7. E. 8.
B. 9. D. 10. D. 1.Which rash is not
characteristically found on the
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hands? a) secondary syphilis b) ...
Dermatology: Test your skills with
these 5 questions What is the most
likely diagnosis? Choose one.
Urticaria. Multiple Choice Questions
in Dermatology by JS Comaish · 1994 —
This is a PDF-only article. The first
page of the PDF of this article
appears above. Read the full text or
download the PDF: Subscribe. Log in.
Dermatology Quiz Jul 14, 2015 — Put
your knowledge of skin pathology to
the test with this dermatology quiz.
Check out our guide to taking a
dermatological history here.
Dermatology Multiple Choice Questions
& Notes: For ... It does this by
providing 180 high yield MCQs in
dermatology with comprehensive
answers to help the reader grasp the
key topics of dermatology and score
highly ... 14. Dermatology Questions
and Answers - Oxford Academic Chapter
14 presents multiple-choice, board
review questions on dermatology
including skin findings, rashes,

ulcers, central nervous drug
reaction, and pruritus. THE NUMBER
LINE: AN AUXILIARY MEANS OR AN ... by
C Skoumpourdi · Cited by 19 —
Abstract. The aim of this paper is to
investigate the ways in which the
number line can function in solving
mathematical tasks by first graders
(6 year ... (PDF) The number line: an
auxiliary means or an obstacle? ...
The aim of this paper is to
investigate the ways in which the
number line can function in solving
mathematical tasks by first graders
(6 year olds). The Number Line: An
Auxiliary Means or an Obstacle? -
ERIC by C Skoumpourdi · 2010 · Cited
by 19 — The main research question
was whether the number line
functioned as an auxiliary means or
as an obstacle for these students.
Through analysis ... The Number Line
– subtraction, and measurement The
number line is not just a school
object. It is as much a mathematical
idea as functions. Unlike the Number
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Line Hotel, hundreds charts,
Cuisenaire rods, and ... What is a
Number Line? | Definition and
Examples A number line is useful
because it acts as a visual math aid.
It can support teachers and parents
as they teach children how to count
and write numbers. It's ... Common
Core State Standards for Mathematics
figure and can use the strategy of
drawing an auxiliary line for solving
problems. ... Understand a fraction
as a number on the number line;
represent fractions ... how
kindergartners use auxiliary means to
solve problems Sep 3, 2010 — The aim
of this paper is to investigate the
role that auxiliary means
(manipulatives such as cubes and
representations such as number
line) ... Number Line - Definition,
Examples | Inequalities A number line
is a visual representation of numbers
on a straight line. This line is used
to compare numbers that are placed at
equal intervals on an infinite ...

Massachusetts Mathematics Curriculum
Framework — 2017 ... auxiliary line
for solving problems. They also can
step ... Understand a fraction as a
number on the number line; represent
fractions on a number line diagram.
Michigan Math Standards figure and
can use the strategy of drawing an
auxiliary line for solving problems.
... A diagram of the number line used
to represent numbers and support ...
Chrome by George Nader His
groundbreaking 1978 novel Chrome is
probably the first science fiction
novel to center on a homosexual love
affair, and the first to have
substantial ... Chrome: Nader,
George: 9780399121258 A surprisingly
detailed novel about a guy named
Chrome who lives with and works for
Vortex who lives in the desert. It
turns into a love story with a twist
when ... Chrome: Nadar, George -
Books A surprisingly detailed novel
about a guy named Chrome who lives
with and works for Vortex who lives
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in the desert. It turns into a love
story with a twist when ... Chrome
Aug 13, 2017 — Chrome by George Nader
G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1978. Price I
paid: none. In the future, there will
be only one taboo: to love a robot.
Chrome: A 1970s Intergalactic
Homosexual Riot of a Novel However,
Chrome by George Nader, begged for
something a little long form. ...
Chrome pretty much nonstop, though
Chrome kept that from happening).
Chrome by George Nader, First Edition
The story of the gay, human-robot
romance between Chrome, an elite
Cadet with paranormal powers, and
King Vortex. Learn more about this
item · More from Nader, ... Chrome by
George Nader, Used The story of the
gay, human-robot romance between
Chrome, an elite Cadet with
paranormal powers, and King Vortex.
Learn more about this item · More
from Nader, ... Chrome - George Nader
"More future fiction than science
fiction, this galactic love story of

Chrome, the brilliant-eyed cadet from
garbage planet Earth, and Vortex, ...
Chrome : Nader, George : Free
Download, Borrow, and ... Oct 4, 2011
— DOWNLOAD OPTIONS. No suitable files
to display here. 14 day loan required
to access EPUB and PDF files. IN
COLLECTIONS. George Nader Chrome 7
days ago — Are you trying to find a
detailed George Nader Chrome summary
that explores the major styles,
personalities, and key plot factors
of a ...
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